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Approximation of the delta distribution by functions associated with wavelets is 
studied. These functions, the reproducing kernels of the dilation subspaces, are 
shown to converge to 6(x-y) in the Sobolev space H-“. The error rate is found 
and three applications are given. 0 1992 Academic Press, Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Much of classical approximation theory is based on delta sequences, i.e., 
sequences of functions that converge to the delta distribution. For example, 
the Dirichlet and Fejer kernels of Fourier series and Fourier transforms, 
the Christoffel-Darboux formulae for orthogonal polynomials, and the 
kernel function in statistics are all examples of delta sequences. The rate of 
convergence of certain types of these sequences in Sobolev spaces has 
recently been studied by Canuto and Quarteroni [ 1 ] and Schomburg [lo]. 
This rate is important for sampling theorems [S] and for estimation in ill 
posed problems, in statistics [ 111, and in numerical analysis. Canuto and 
Quarteroni studied delta sequences based on orthogonal polynomials while 
Schomburg considered kernel type sequences. 
In this work, we consider the approximation of the delta distribution by 
wavelets. This is quite natural since the wavelets involve translation and 
dilation. The standard kernel delta sequences are given by dilations, i.e., 
ndf(ndx) +6(x) as n-+co, xeRd, 
and translations of 6 give its reproducing properties 
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In the theory of wavelets, the space L’(R) is written as the limit of a 
sequence of closed subspaces { V,, ), where 
. c v , c V”C v, c ... c v,c ... c L2. 
Each has an orthonormal basis consisting of translations of dilations of a 
fixed function V(X). The various subspaces are related through dilation, 
e.g., 
j-E v,of’(2x)E V,of(4x)e v,, etc. 
Each has a reproducing kernel qn(.x, y) given by 
q,,(x, ,‘) = f 2” (p(2”x - k) (p(2’y -k). (1.1) 
k= -x 
The sequence of these reproducing kernels is the delta sequence we are 
interested in. The rate of convergence is measured in terms of the Sobolev 
norms 
where f denotes the Fourier transform 
f( ,,I) = j- sc f(x) e - ‘lri”-v d,y. 
-/ 
We restrict ourselves to c1> l/2 since for smaller values 11611 ~ = ~0. 
2. SOME BACKGROUND IN WAVELETS 
We consider only orthonormal bases of wavelets in L2( R) (see [3-5, 71 
for other approaches). These are functions of the form 
ijik(X) = 2”2$(2’.u - k) 
for some fixed function $(x) and are in turn based on a scaling function 
q(x). In addition to the ladder of approximation spaces 
. . . c v-, c v, c v, c . . . c L?, u v,= L?, n v;= {O), 
we have the orthogonal complement of each in the next higher one on the 
ladder; i.e., 
. . . . V,@ Iv,= v,, v, @ w, = v2, . . . . 
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The translates of q(x) are an orthonormal basis of V,,, while the translates 
of $ are an orthonormal basis of IV,, [2]. The same holds for their 
dilations in V, and W,. Hence each f~ L2 has a representation 
f(x) = 5 a,k2’z’2q?(2”.u-k) + 2 f h,,2’~2$(2’s-k) 
k= -T- ,=,, kc --I 
=L(*~) +f,f(.y). (2.1) 
The first term is the projection off onto the subspace V, in the L2 norm. 
It is also given by the reproducing kernel (1. l), 
(2.2) 
One can either define the Vj directly and look for a V(X) or one can 
begin with a function cp(lc) satisfying a dilation equation 
cp(x)=p,cp(2x-k). 1 lCk12 < ‘cc. (2.3) 
If the cp(x -j) is orthogonal to q(x) for each j E H, j # 0, then V, may be 
taken to be the closed linear span of the { cp(x-j)}. This can be done even 
if the cp((-u--j)] are not orthogonal by using the orthogonalization trick 
[6]. We therefore shall assume that they are orthonormal to begin with. 
The corresponding wavelets [9] are given by 
ICI(~~)=C(-l)“c~k+,rp(2x-k) (2.4) 
and will have orthonormal translates if the q(x) do [2]. 
The Fourier transform of cp will be given by 
(2.5) 
from (2.3). This leads to the orthogonality condition on the ck 
c ck ck ~ 2j = 26,~ see [9] (2.6) 
or on the function m(t) 
M5)12 + 145 + $,I’= 1, see [2]. (2.7) 
Many examples of orthogonal wavelets have been constructed. We mention 
a few of them here, in the form of the scaling function q(x). 
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EXAMPLE 1. The Haar system begins with 
cp(-~)=x[Q.l,(-~)~ (2.8) 
where ~r~,~, denotes the characteristic function of the interval [a, 6). Note 
that 
cp(x)=rp(2x)+cp(2x- 1) 
and 
The space VO consists of piecewise constant functions with possible jumps 
at integers. 
EXAMPLE 2. The Franklin wavelets arise from orthogonalizing the basic 
splinefunctions8,(.u)=(l-(x--11)X ro,r,(x). The Fourier transform of the 
orthogonalized function is given by 
Here V, consists of continuous piecewise linear functions, with nodes at the 
integers. 
EXAMPLE 3. The Meyer wavelengths are C” functions with the scaling 
function given by 
{ 
1, 151 <f 
I$([) = cos 27c[v($l~l - $,I, f+zl<j 
0, otherwise, 
where v(t) is an increasing function in C”, constant for < = 0 and 5 > i and 
satisfying v(t) + r( l/4 - 5) = l/4. Since I$(<) E 9, it follows that cp E Z, i.e., 
CJI is an entire function of exponential type which is rapidly decreasing on 
the real axis. 
EXAMPLE 4. Daubechies’ wavelet is continuous and has compact 
support. It is given by the dilation equation 
cp(x) = i Ck(p(2X - k), 
k=Q 
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where 
l+J;; 
CO=T’ 
3+J? 
q=---p 
3-d 
(‘*=--F 
1-d 
c3=4. 
It is continuous but its derivative is not; it belongs to H” for s< l/2 
(at least) [2]. 
EXAMPLE 5. The 27~~ band limited functions are those whose Fourier 
transform has support in [ -cr, a]. They constitute the Paley-Wiener space 
B 2no~ This may be treated as a wavelet space by taking 
Vo=B,, V, = B2,, . . . . V,, = B2nn. 
The Shannon wavelet has function q given by 
and 
or by the sampling theorem 
The reproducing kernel is particularly simple in this case: 
q(.u, y) = rp(x - y). 
3. SOME PROPERTIES OF THE REPRODUCING KERNEL 
The reproducing kernel for the subspace V,, q,,(x, y), may be given as 
a dilation of q(x, y) = qo(x, y); 
qn(x, y) = ~2”4p(2”x -k) 2”“+p(2”J - k) 
k 
= 2”q(2”X, 29). (3.1) 
Its Fourier transform with respect o x with y fixed is 
cjn( M’, y ) = 4( 2 - Y(,, 2’Lv), 
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G( w, y ) = cj( w) C e -2nr’vkcp( y - k). (3.2) 
This series converges uniformly in w in each of the examples except the last 
in the last section which, however, converges in the sense of L’(O, 1). 
This series is related to the Zuk wanTform of cp. which is defined to be 
(Zcp)(t, 5)=~e2”i’kcp(r+k), 5, t E R. 
(See [S, Sect. 4.31.) It has properties: 
(i) (ZcpNh 5 + I)= (Zcp)(t, 5) 
(ii) (Zq)(t+ 1, <)=eP’“‘:(Zcp)(t, 0. 
Clearly we have 
gw, y)=(Zq)(r’, w)@(w). 
For example, in the Haar system (Example 1) 
4(x, y)=cp(-Y- c.vI) 
and 
(3.3) 
uniformly in J. 
In order that the Zak transform converges, we require that cp(,u), in 
addition to being a scaling function, satisfies 
cp(x)=O(l.xl-“-q, /?>o, as 1.~1 -+ 0o, (3.4a) 
qqbl’)=O(IH’I-l-~), E > 0, as [WI -9 cc. (3.4b) 
The orthonormality of the translates of cp leads to the condition @(j) = doi 
[2], while (3.4a) together with this implies that 
@(NV) = 1 + O( IN’1 ), as IN’) -+ 0. (3.5) 
Condition (a) is satisfied by Examples 1, 2, 3, and 4 while condition (b) is 
satisfied by Examples 2, 3, and 5. 
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LEMMA 3.1. Let cp sati& the conditions (3.4a), (3.4b); then its Zak 
transform satisfies 
(Zcp)(t, 5)=ep2”“C(1 +O(IQ)) as ItI -0 
uniformly for 0 6 t < 1. 
Proof We first observe that 
(Zq)(t,O)= f cp(j+t)= f cj(j)e2no'=l 
i= -35 j= -x 
by the Poisson summation formula, which is valid for cp by (3.4a) and 
(3.4b). Hence 
e’““‘(Zcp)(t, ()- 1 = 1 (e2nr~(‘+k’- 1) rp(t+k) 
[ k 1 
=Wtl)~ I(t+k)llt+kl. 
k 
The conclusion follows for Examples 1, 4, and 5 as well, by direct 
calculation, even though they do not satisfy the hypothesis, as we have 
already seen for Example 1. 
Under more restrictive conditions we can get better error terms, 
LEMMA 3.2. Let e(w) be a bounded function with compact support in 
[ - 1 + E, 1 --E], O<E < l/2, such that @(WV) = 1, 1~1 <E; then the Zak 
transform satisfies 
(Zcp)(f, 5) = e-2x’tr, 151 <E 
for almost all t E UT?. 
ProoJ Since @ is bounded with compact support @(M’) e2nr’Vr = 
f,()t’)~ L’( - 1, 1) and q(t+ k)=j\, @(NJ) eZni”‘re2rrink dbv. These are just 
(2 times) the even Fourier coefficients of f,(rt?) and hence by Bessels’ 
inequality 
We can now integrate termwise and use the bounded convergence theorem 
to deduce that the series defining Zq is convergent in the sense of 
L’(O, 1) x ( - 1, 1). As a function of t for fixed 5, the series converges in the 
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sense of tempered distributions (S’). This follows by taking its Fourier 
transform in t to obtain 
= S( [ + w), 141 <E. 
which, since 4 is a multiplier for such distributions, clearly converges in S’. 
The inverse Fourier transform gives us the desired conclusion. 
The hypotheses of this lemma are satisfied by Examples 5 and 3. The 
conclusion of Lemma 3.1 and Lemma 3.2 may be combined in a single 
condition satisfied by all the examples. 
Condition z ;. . The scaling function cp satisfies condition z1 for I > 0 if 
the series defining Zq converges in some neighborhood of the origin and 
0) G(5) = 1 + Wtl”) 
(ii) (Zcp)(t, 4) = epznikr( 1 + 0( ]<I”)) 
uniformly for O<t< 1, O<J. as 151 +O. 
This condition is satisfied for all A> 0 for Examples 3 and 5 and I = 1 for 
the others. 
We now return to our reproducing kernel q(x, ~9) and use this condition. 
LEMMA 3.3. Let cp be a scaling function which satisfies Condition 2,. for 
some 1. > 0: then 
cj( II’, ~9) = e -2ni”y 1 + 0( In,]‘)) as 11~140, 
uniformly for y E R. 
Proof: From (3.3) we have 
lj( Ii’, y ) = (Zcp)( J’, 1t.) Q(w) 
qj(,$‘) e--2nmCr1 (Zcp)(P - CYI, ,c), 
where [ ~11 is the largest integer 6~‘. We let t = J - [J,] and hence obtain 
it,+,, ~)_e~2ni~~~=e~2ni~~[:~(,,,)e2”“‘(z~)(t, M’)- 11
from which the conclusion follows by Condition zi 
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COROLLARY 3.4. Under the same h?fpothesis, the reproducing kernel 
qm(x, ~1) of Vn, satisfies 
This follows since i,( IV, J) = Q(2 Pn’b~, 2”‘~~). 
4. CONVERGENCE TO 6(.u-') 
We now return to the Sobolev space HP”, CI > l/2, and prove our basic 
theorem on the convergence of q,Jx, y) to 6(x - F). It is 
THEOREM 4.1. Let cp be a scaling function such that G(w) and 
J; 1(-z cp)(t, LC)12 1%’ are bounded on R and Condition 2;. is satisfiedfor some 
A > 0; then the reproducing kernel q,,,(.y, 1,) of V, is a delta sequence such 
that in the norm of H-” (c( > l/2), 
llqm( ., .Y)-4 .- Y)ll --r = 0(2-““(1 + Ja.,~- ,;2)), 
where p= min(A, CI - l/2), uniformly for ~1 E R. 
Proof: Let E,(x, y) = q,,,(x) 4’) - 6(x - ~9); then since 
&,,(S, y) = 2”‘q(2”‘.u, 27) - 2”’ 6(2”.x - 27) 
we have 
The first integral satisfies, by Lemma 3.3, 
IZ,( <2”‘+’ s ’ (1 + (2”“’ 7~5)~)~’ C, ls’12” d< 0 
(4.1) 
(4.2) 
where C, and C2 are constants. 
640.71;3-8 
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If 21- 2cr < P2m’ - 1, then I, = 0( 2 ), while if 2A- 2u > - 1, the integral 
satisfies 
II,, d ~~2-2”1~(2”(2*-2ir+li) (4.3) 
and if 2A-2a= -1. 
The second integral satisfies 
(4.4) 
‘z2’G2”j,;,>L (1+2*m(2)--a ld((, 2my)-e-2~i:2m~124 
< 2Wl-ZQ) . 1, ICI > I l#5, 2”‘y)l’r2” 4 + j,*, i> , 151 m~Za &I. 
Since d(L 2’) = $(~)(z(P)( y, 5). and since $ is bounded, it follows that 
< ll@11,2 f j’ I(~cP)(~“P, <)I’ (s’ +k)-2’d5 
k=l 0 
and hence 
and 
IlE,(., .v)I12.=0(2-m2”) if 21#2a- 1, 
where 2,~ = min(21,2a - 1). For 21= 2a - 1 an extra factor (m + 1) is 
needed for I, as in (4.4). 
Remark. This is a standard type of proof used in approximation theory. 
It was applied to kernel type delta sequences by Schomburg [lo]. 
5. APPLICATIONS 
In this section we indicate briefly how these estimates can be applied. 
We give examples of estimation of smooth functions, non-parametric 
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probability density function estimation in statistics, and estimation of the 
error in sampling. 
5.1. Smooth Function Estimation 
We shall call a function smooth if it belongs to H’, s > l/2, the Sobolev 
space on R. Its dual space is HP’ and a Schwarz type inequality holds for 
f E H” and gE H-‘, viz. 
Ig(f)12= l(g,f)l'= I“aU')f(d)dn* * 
= lIsll2, Ilf II,‘. (5.1) 
In order to approximate f E H’ by an element of V,, we first take the 
projection off onto I’,,,. This is given by 
Thus the pointwise error of approximation is given by 
By the inequality (5.1) we have 
le,J-y)I d Ilf II, II+ - . ) - qmk HI + (5.2) 
By the theorem, if A> s - l/2, the second factor is 0(2-““‘- ‘:*I) and hence 
the uniform error is 
if cp satisfies Condition z>.. In the case of the Meyer wavelet (Example 3) or 
the Shannon wavelet (Example 5 j, A may be taken arbitrarily large. Hence 
for f E S, which implies that f E H” for all s > 0, and for all t( > 0 
Ile,,II z = O,G-“‘“I. 
5.2. Probability Density Function Estimation 
In statistics, a recurring problem is to try to estimate properties of 
a probability density function f(x) from an independent sample 
X,, X2, . . . . X, taken from a distribution with this density. For example, the 
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mean and variance of the sample estimate the mean and variance off(.y). 
If the sample is large enough, one can estimatef(x) itself. One well known 
procedure for doing so is the histogram estimator. The wavelet estimator 
is 
(5.3) 
it is a type studied in [ 111. Its mean square error is given by the expected 
value 
MSE=E[J‘,(x)-~~(f(x)]‘=E[~~(x)-E~~,(x)12+ [E[fm(x)-f(x)]]’ 
= V,(x) + B;(x). 
Here V,, is the variance and B,,, the bias offm. It can be shown [ 111 that 
Since 
4(w, J-) = 4(~+,)(Zrp)(Y, u3)
and @( ~$1) E LL if (3.4b) is satisfied, it follows that q(x, ,v) is bounded in both 
x and J. Hence 
Thus the variance will satisfy 
The bias on the other hand is exactly what we have estimated in 
Subsection 5.1. i.e., 
B;(x)< C?2---” 
for f~ H’ and I > s - l/2. Hence 
and if m is chosen so that nz z (1/(2s + 1)) log n, we find 
MSE= qn”-2”~11+2”l)~ 
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We should observe that for the Haar system (Example l), FM(x) is 
exactly the histogram estimator with nodes at a spacing of 2~” (although 
it does not satisfy the hypotheses). In this case as well as in others, m 
corresponds to the scale we wish to consider. 
5.3. Sampling Error 
In signal processing, an important role is played by the Shannon 
sampling theorem. It says that iff(r) is a 277~7 band limited signal, then 
f(r) = 1 f(nT) si~,4(~~~T’, 
T2 
fJ’ 
n 
(5.4) 
that is, the signal may be recovered from its value on the integers (times 
T). Iff( t) is not bandlimited but is merely continuous or smooth with finite 
total energy, and error arises in (5.4). As we observed in Example 5, the 
q(t) = sin rtr/rtt is a choice of scaling function which gives 
the Paley-Wiener space of 2% band limited functions. 
Hence the right hand side of (5.4) for CJ = 2’9~ is 
which belongs to V, iff(t) = O( 1 fl- “* -“), for example. The error (aliasing 
error) then is 
(5.5) 
where j q,,Jt, S) f(s) ds is the projection off onto V,,, . Notice that this is 
not necessarily the same as f,(t). The difference between the first two terms 
is e,(t) whose bound is given by (5.2). The other two terms in (5.5) may 
be expressed as 
b,(t)=~q,(t,s)f(s)ds-~~6(s-2~“‘n)(p(2”t-n)f(s)ds 
II 
= I Cq*(t, S)--,,(t,sjlf(s)ds (5.6) 
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I.,,,(& s) = c 6(s - 2-‘92) (p(2”‘t - n) 
,I 
= x 2’” 6( 2”‘s - n) cp( 2”‘t - n) 
= 2”r,( 2”‘r, 2”‘s). 
Hence if we can obtain a result similar to Lemma 3.3 we should be able to 
get a bound for b,,(t). But this is even easier in this case since 
rj(w, t) - i,(n’, t) = cj(w)(Zq)(t, w) - (Zcp)(t, w) = (@(w) - l)(Zq)(t, IV). 
(5.7) 
Since Zq is uniformly bounded it follows that 
where y is constant. Hence the argument of the theorem can be repeated. 
In this particular case 7 and d can be taken arbitrarily large so that if 
f E H’, s > l/2, then 
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